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Designed with the help of Sunrise Medical‘s elite wheelchair basketball athletes, the Quickie
All Court® wheelchair establishes a new standard in performance and style.
Using our patented centre-of-mass adjustment feature, the Quickie All Court® adjusts
to match each user‘s unique centre-of gravity and seat-angle requirements - all without
swapping a single part.
This, along with a new series of options, makes the Quickie All Court® the perfect chair for
both the recreational and the elite athlete.

Aluminium version
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The new castors ensure that chair speed and manoeuvrability are not simply
absorbed in the wheels.
Extreme camber options of 16° and 20° offer superior stability and effortless
turning.

The fifth-wheel anti-tip brace is a new option featured on the Quickie All Court®. This adjustable brace, located between the
backrest towel bar and the integrated anti-tip, eliminates the rearward flex in the seat frame caused when the player leans
backwards. With this option, the player no longer has to adjust to the flex in the seat when leaning back to shoot over a
defender.
The Quickie All Court® features single (standard) or dual (optional) integrated fifth-wheel anti-tip(s). These anti-tip castor(s) allow
players to move their weight directly over the rear wheels, providing a tremendous advantage in manoeuvrability and power.
Our patented centre-of-mass adjustment system provides a maximum horizontal (centre-of-gravity) adjustment-range of 3.5“ and
up to 5“ of vertical seat-squeeze (or seat dump) adjustment. This combination of adjustment-systems allows users to align their
weight over the push-wheels and optimize their seat angles without making changes in fork size, castor size, castor-stem size or
fork-hole location.

Also available in Titanium
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itanium

30.5 - 51cm
(12 - 20“)

25.5 - 51cm
(10 - 20“)

41 - 53cm (16 - 20“)

33 -53cm
(13 - 20“)
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Weight

from 10.88kg		

from 9.75kg		

Maximum user weight

120kg (19 stone)

120kg (19 stone)

Castor options

3" Micro

3" Micro

Spoke wheels and Spinergy sports

Spoke wheels and Spinergy sports

wheels: 24" - 26"

wheels: 24" - 26"

Stainless steel, optional titanium or

Stainless steel, optional titanium or

quad-release axles

quad-release axles

16º or 20º

16º or 20º

Rear wheel options

Axle options

Camber options

For further information on the full specification, options and accessories, please refer to the order form.
All information is subject to change without notification. Please consult Sunrise Medical with any queries you may have.
If you are visually impaired, this document can be viewed in PDF format at www.SunriseMedical.co.uk or alternatively is available on request in large text.
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